This article describes nine Central
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to provide previously unpublished data about Central European China-based Jesuits and their role in the reciprocal exchange of European and Chinese know-how. Two effects of their works are examined: the Chinese military and economic humiliations a century after the Jesuits stopped performing their role as intermediaries, and the effects of the successful modern development of the Chinese economy after another century. The last fact is used as challenge to rewrite the history of science from the Chinese, now victorious, standpoint, where the Chinese literati will figure as the winners that dictate the historical truth, and the Westerners as the losers that dictated their own historical facts yesterday, but which proved to be wrong and too Eurocentric in modern Far-Eastern eyes. The real historical truth, as always, seems to be somewhere in between the Eurocentric and "China-centric" standpoints, which is exactly the standpoint of China-based Jesuits from the Old Society and especially their Central European members based in both parts of the world. The aim of this article is to support the future combination of historical approaches in the spirit of Ricci's adaptation, which is also mirrored in artist Huiqin Wang's modern imagination of astronomer Augustin Hallerstein and painter Giuseppe Castiglione.
The study methods used are based on an analysis of Jesuits' central European sources covering the network of Jesuit schools. Their aim was to produce the missionaries, and the China mission was the pearl of them all. After the analysis of Central European network production, the role of Jesuit missionaries in the interchange between seemingly incommensurable Chinese and European know-how is documented by the writing, instruments, and material backing of China-based Jesuits. The final goal is the projection of future Chinese influences onto explanations of the challenges of the history of sciences and on modern scientists themselves, who will eventually became the object of the history of sciences.
The Jesuits of Old Society managed a highly centralized network. Their missionary work in China was one of their main raisons d' étre, the pearl of their worldwide achievements. The temporarily success of Christianity in China justified the Jesuits' otherwise not-always-fair thirst for power in the most formidable way, also because of the huge number of Chinese Christian converts endorsed before the Jesuits lost the Chinese Rites Controversy in the early 18th century. The important part of the Jesuits' self-image was their scientific network mixed with the native Chinese scientific network, which had a fundamentally different cultural-social background. The Japanese expelled their Jesuits very early. The interchange of European and Chinese scientific networks remained the most relevant example ever accomplished. The Western Europeans launched similar encounters with much more European-related Islamic and Indian scientific networks. The European Christians destroyed most other local civilization's scientific networks before they were able to interact with them in the Americas, Sub-Saharan Africa, Australia, or the Pacific islands.
The idea of White Male Christian exclusivity is used in the modern history of science as an excuse for racist and genocidal destruction of all others except (Far) Eastern cultures and sciences. The Western Christians launched a Blitzkrieg against all other cultures' sciences except the (Far) Eastern. In China, Constantine the Great's (272-337) model of nationwide conversion from the top down was slowly being prepared instead. In G. Gruber's Russia, and for a few decades in Japan, the Jesuits also dreamed about the Constantinian model. Because the number of Chinese surpassed the number of Europeans, Western Christians were forced to think about the Chinese as the subjects, and not just as objects for the possible conversion to Christianity, and their subsequent inclusion into global market system.
What Did it Feel Like to Be a Jesuit (in China)?
This is the hardest question of them all. The present author collaborates with the Jesuits of the Slovenian Province and of Saint Louis University in USA, but their framework happens to be much narrower than the monopoly on Catholic education that their predecessors of the old Jesuit society held up to 1773. Despite the fact that modern Jesuits resemble their predecessors in all visual aspects, they are far less powerful in the modern, global, pluralistic society.
The Jesuits of the Old Society were proud elite. They were almost never openly racist in foreign lands. They followed the main rule of every missionary outpost and accepted as many domestic Chinese novices as possible in a persistent effort to make their Chinese headquarters work independently from the inflow of European Jesuit newcomers. They never succeeded in that goal and their Chinese headquarters simply died out after the inflow of European newcomers stopped in 1773. The Bishop Laimbeckhoven (1701 in Wien-Mai 22, 1787 had to order the suppression of the Jesuits in the Bishopric of Nanking and Beijing on June 17, 1775 (Kaminski 1996, 33; Kaminski and Unterreider 1980, 70) . There was simply not enough operational freedom for Chinese Catholics to fulfill the task and develop self-persistent colleges in China. To make the situation worse, the Beijing Imperial Court (wrongly) judged that its domestic servants had learned enough about science and technology from the Jesuits to run future research on their own.
There is also one important difference between Jesuits and most other Catholic religious orders, namely that the Jesuits of the old Society did not accept females in their order and did not develop a female branch of the Jesuit order despite the legend of Juana ( Joanna) of Austria, the Princess of Portugal (1535-1573). The rule certainly also applied to Chinese women, who never played any prominent roles in the Jesuits' scientific network (Mungello 2009, 26, 36, 59 ).
The Jesuits' Worldwide Network
Jesuits science was a strictly centralized enterprise designed to help the conversions of infidels from foreign cultures, who more or less believed in the proposed superiority of European Christian know-how over the supposedly inferior local achievements of the infidels. In the Chinese case, (the history of ) local science was the only one judged by Europeans to be worth of studying worldwide, while most other Non-European sciences were destroyed without remorse. Although the Jesuits' primary aim was to fight back the Protestants, the leading Jesuit Francis Xavier (1506-1552) spent his last decade in the Far East. He opened the Jesuit enterprise, which lasted there for two and a half centuries. A few weeks before his death Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) was born, and in 1578 Ricci was sent abroad to put Francis's beginnings into a solid framework, which stood firm up to Hallerstein's times.
The Jesuits' European educational network constantly produced thousands of industrious Jesuits in their early thirties. Among them, those nobles with mathematical interests were preferred for possible missionary work in China under Portuguese and later also under French flags. Nobles with mathematical training included the baron Hallerstein and von Laimbeckhoven, whose mother grew up in Vienna as a closest friend of Habsburg princess. The majority of the chosen Chinese missionaries died due to the unfavorable travel circumstances during their approximately one-year trip to the Far East. Those who survived created the legend published for the first time in the anthologies of the Roman Jesuit mathematician Athanasius Kircher (1602-November 27, 1680) after Johannes Grueber (28 October 1623 Linz-30 September 1680) reached Rome with fresh exciting news from Beijing. The question of the modern observer is: what made the Jesuits so dedicated as to risk their young lives for the collective enterprise of the Jesuit order? The only possible answer was included in the training and education in Jesuit's European headquarters, where they usually studied for at least a decade and a half. During their schooling the Jesuits learned about the legends of their order and finally promised their absolute willingness to travel for any destination including China. They became the perfect missionaries and their scientific know-how was used as their Trojan horse, even if the last generations of Beijing-based Jesuits began to treat (astronomical) sciences as their primary focus ( Južnič 2015, 6 ).
Jesuits' Network of Austrian Province of German Assistance
The Austrian Province of Jesuits, which ceded from the Bohemian Province in 1622/23, was an important resource for mathematically trained Jesuits dedicated to travelling to China under the Portuguese flag. Their missionary work was a regular, everyday part of life in the Austrian province due to their proximity to the Turkish border. The appeal of the overseas and especially Chinese mission was much also greater because the Beijing Court was among the rare ones that demanded scientific skills from European newcomers. The door for the future Chinese missionaries from the Austrian province opened wide after the Habsburg princess Maria Anna married the Portuguese king Joao V in 1708. China was certainly not the primary destination for the missionaries of the Austrian Jesuit province. In 1733, just Fridelli was in China, while his fellow Jesuits from the Austrian province served in Goa (one Jesuit), Malabaria (Kerala, south of Goa, 2 Jesuits), Philippines (3), Mexico (2), Nuovo Regno (di Granada in present Columbia, 3) Peru (1), Quito (4), Chile (3), Buenos Aires (1) (Koláček 1999, 17; Južnič 2015, 14, 19-20) ) never belonged to the Austrian province, although he was born as a Habsburg subject. Václav Pantaleon Kirwitzer (Wenzel Pantaleon Kirwitzer, Wenceslaus Kirwitzer, Wenceslas Pantaleon Kirwitzer, 祁維材 Qi Weicai, 1588 or 1590 Kadaň in Bohemia; SJ 28/2/1606 Brno; -22/5/1626 Macao) worked in China from 1620 to 1626. He was originally a member of the Austrian province until 1622/23 when his Bohemian (Czech) province became independent, and he is therefore not taken into account in this study. 
Jesuits' Network of Ljubljana College
Ljubljana had the unique Jesuits' college of Carniola, although this had its equivalent in Gorizia near the western border of Carniola. (Lukács 1982, 285; Valvasor 1689, 4/6: 353, 8: 742; Montegnana 1673; Južnič 2004, 25-27) .
Diestel, Mesar (Messari), and Hallerstein were all born in Carniola, which made Ljubljana college very important for future Chinese missionaries. Diestel taught in the first elementary class in Ljubljana, but Mesar never formally worked at Ljubljana College which owned vineyards nearby their respective native places in karst region. Their other fellow China-based missionaries from the Austrian province were born in Vienna (2), Linz (2), Silesia (1), and north of Graz (1), which makes small Carniola proportionally very important for Chinese missions.
Diestel and Mesar studied in Graz and in Gorizia respectively. Higher education in philosophical studies of Ljubljana was eventually established a year after
Hallerstein's birth. Nonetheless, a quick overview of Ljubljana Jesuit facilities as a base for the education of future Chinese Jesuits might be helpful.
Between the foundation of the philosophical faculty in Ljubljana in November 1704 and the suppression of Jesuits in 1773 Ljubljana hosted altogether 663 Jesuits, among whom 501 were Masters of Philosophy. The others were temporary helpers who did not finish their studies at Universities.
In the 1650s at least 40 future Ljubljana Jesuits studied philosophy in Graz (53%). At least 20 studied philosophy in Vienna (26%), and another 3 in Trnava. Two of them began their studies of philosophy in Vienna and finished in Trnava. The Alma Mater of 4 of them is harder to determine because they became Jesuits after they finished their studies of philosophy. Their studies were therefore not noted in Jesuit encyclopedias. From 1704 to 1773 the percentage of Graz philosophical students among Ljubljana Jesuits was lower than its 1650s score. In the eighteenth century, besides Graz, Vienna, and Trnava there were also other colleges that educated future Jesuits for the Ljubljana College.
Five (7%) of altogether 75 Jesuit Masters and Fathers were employed in Ljubljana in the 1650s taught mathematics in Košice (2), Klagenfurt (1), Graz and Vienna (1), or Graz (1). 16 (21%) of them taught physics in the second year of the philosophical triennium. They were professors in Graz (3), Klagenfurt (4), Vienna (2), Graz and Vienna (1), Klagenfurt-Graz-Vienna (1), Vienna and Leoben (1), Graz (1), Trnava (1), Zagreb (1), and Gorizia (1). Two professors of mathematics also taught physics. Among those 21 professors of physics and/or mathematics just 12 (16%) published their works. Just 4 of them picked for their dissertation topics physics and/or mathematics. The technical know-how of Ljubljana Jesuits rapidly advanced after 1704, when Ljubljana developed domestic university-level studies of mathematics and physics. From 1704 to 1773 Ljubljana in average hosted each year more than one technical expert who as a magister of philosophy repeated professor's lectures of mathematical sciences, while in the 1650s, just one Ljubljana Jesuit accomplished such specialization in Graz. After 1704, much more Ljubljana Jesuits taught philosophy in other colleges, but professors of more demanding mathematics still remained a rarity (Lukács 1982; Jesuits 1730 Jesuits -1773 . The mathematics of those days included mathematical application of mechanics, optics, and astronomy (astrology).
Chinese Scientific Network
The Chinese-Manchu educational network based on the imperial examination system had a much older uninterrupted tradition compared to European universities.
On the other hand, (scholastic) Natural Philosophy was developed exclusively in European medieval universities. Those studies were a necessary prerequisite for acquiring the degree of Masters of Arts at about 65 European Universities with thousands of students graduating yearly in the period from 1250 to 1550. The graduates carried their know-how to their future destinations, where it became a part of the cultural circles of upper class. The European medieval universities were similar but different than the educational organization in ancient Rome, Byzantium, Islamic Countries, or China. The European universities developed and nursed the tradition of "probing and poking around" in the tradition of scholastic debates subordinated to the strict rules of Aristotelian logic. They studied in the spirit of early modern scientific inquiry, which endorsed some kind of systematic doubt later endorsed by Cartesians. Natural philosophy could flourish in spite of a low level of exact sciences, but exact sciences stagnated without the flourishing of natural philosophy and business-incorporated crafts. Therefore Babylonian, Indian, and probably also (Grant 2007, 324-8; Raju 2007; Joseph 2011, 304-5, 434-5) . In the Christian countries, universities and their natural philosophy at least got some sort of modus vivendi, a tolerant contract in spite of disagreement. European authorities, the churches included, learned to tolerate the critical spirit of universities because of the economic profits the students provided for their professors. That minor profit multiplied after the scientific revolution, when academic know-how became the motor of the extremely immoral profitable industrial revolution, which spread predominantly through Western Europe in the first place, and reached the other parts of the world after huge delays.
Chinese natural philosophy lacked the connection with mathematics necessary for the development of an accurate calendar. Chinese mathematical astronomy (astrology) very early needed Mongolian and later the Jesuits' help to prevent the grave errors in predictions of eclipses and other unusual events which might humiliate imperial reputations. The network of Chinese-Manchu education relied too much on Chinese classics to endorse the challenges of developing crafts. The
Jesuits were helpful in teaching the Emperor and his courtiers, but their connections with the practical craftsmen were too sporadic to stimulate inventions comparable to European steam-engines.
Mutual Interchange between Central European Scientific Network of Austrian Jesuits' Province and Chinese Scientists
The problems with calendrical and astronomical instruments forced Beijing court officials to seek the help of foreigners. In the decades of sporadic encounters with Jesuits, the Beijing rulers recognized the superiority of Matteo Ricci and his Jesuit colleagues in several branches of mathematics and cartography. Applied mathematics, later also painting and several crafts including clock-making, proved to be the useful platform for mutual exchange between Chinese-Manchu and Jesuit knowledge networks. The European Jesuits' educational system of Ricci's Roman teacher Christopher Clavius' and its branches were quickly designed to meet Beijing's imperial demands. The modifications on the Chinese-Manchu side included mostly the European astronomical tables and applied geometry. Despite connections with Indian Kerala, infinitesimal calculus was not extensively used in 18th century China. It never replaced geometry in the Jesuits' framework like it did in the framework of Parisian Encyclopedists. In 1738, the mutual feedbacks between Beijing native scientific network and Jesuits' network stimulated Kögler, Pereyra, the Mongolian Ming'antu, and later also the young Hallerstein to produce the Lixiang kaocheng houbian (暦象考成後編, the new edition of the final laws for the calendar and astronomical instruments, published by order of the emperor). Ignaz Kögler edited it in 1742. Kögler's collaborators endorsed the theory of parallax, the refraction of light in atmosphere, and Kepler's first two laws with elliptic trajectories of the Sun and Moon. Kepler's improvements of Copernicus' system were used in Tycho Brahe's system but they were not applied to the orbits of the planets. Kögler, Hallerstein, and their collaborators at least partly fulfilled the job that Tycho had expected in vain from his assistant Kepler one and a half century earlier, in 1600. Kepler did not trust his master Tycho and used Copernicus' model instead. In Europe, the system of that Kepler-Tycho kind was rarely used, for example in the work of Richelieu's cosmographer Noël Duret (Natalis Durret, 1590-1650 Paris) soon after Kepler's death. In that extraordinary way, Tycho Brahe's system had to wait 150 years to flourish--in Beijing. Tycho would have certainly been pleased! (Shi 2000, 147; Yusheng 2000, 219, 221; Kobayashi 2002, 11; Zurndorfer 1988, 74-75; Ben-Zaken 2004, 1, 2, 71, 21; Martzloff 1993, 224; Sivin 1965, 201) .
Other lesser known examples of the feedback from the Beijing Jesuits' network back to Europe included their research on the electrophorus, which endorsed much less imperial attraction, but eventually influenced Alessandro Volta via the Beijing Jesuits' correspondents in St. Petersburg ( Južnič 2009, 134-41) . Both examples were the products of Jesuit scholarship in Beijing under hardly recognizable domestic Chinese-Manchu influences. While the history of Chinese-Manchu pure and applied mathematics proved to be especially interesting for European experts in Paris, it is hard to recognize the Chinese-Manchu influence on late 18th--or early 19th century European pure and applied mathematics of non-Euclidian geometry, Sadi Carnot's theory of the steam-engine, Galois' theory of groups, or Central European Ludwig Boltzmann's statistical mechanics. The European sciences related to statistics were probably influenced by the Chinese-Manchu bureaucratic know-how. For centuries the Chinese more or less successfully governed the mass of their subjects, who to unaccustomed European eyes were seemingly indistinguishable from one another, as were the Europeans for Chinese observers. Atoms and also rays of light of similar color were inseparable from one another in the last two centuries of European Sciences. They resembled in their own way the huge mass of seemingly identical Chinese humans.
General Gabriel Gruber's Abortive Restoration of Chinese Jesuits
Gabriel Gruber (May 6, 1740-April 7, 1805) was a relative of the Chinese missionary Johannes Grueber. Their families prospered in the broader areas of Linz and Amstetten in Upper Austria. Gabriel spent his formative decades in hydro-engineering in Ljubljana. His applications for the Chinese missions were never approved. As the Jesuits' general in St. Petersburg he reestablished the Jesuits' network worldwide including China. Gruber's main Beijing supporters were the physician Cipolla, the painter Poirot, and musician-mathematician Grammont (1736-1812?).
Hallerstein's Beijing assistant in astronomical observations Luigi Cipolla (Aloys Cibolla, Louis, 1736 Caltavuturo near Palermo in Sicily; SJ 1757 Sicily; -after 1805 (Pfister 1934, 964-5; Dehergne 1973, 56) Pfister (1934, 886) Almeida was born earlier, on January 15 1728.
( Jesuit) Western Learning versus the Chinese Learning
The Jesuits' approach to foreign cultures based on Ricci's accommodation principle was ethically superior to the approaches of other Christian religious orders and of European rulers in general. The Jesuits did not wish to annihilate foreign frameworks or even humans behind them, but tried to endorse foreign similarities, even if that caused some minor changes in their own European framework. The Ricci's accommodation principle proved to be extremely helpful in Guaraní Paraguay, China, and G. Gruber's Orthodox Russia. In the latter two cases there was even some hope for Constantine's type of conversion of the whole Empire from the top to the bottom, but it failed after the Jesuits lost the Chinese Rites Controversy and the Emperor Paul I was murdered in Petersburg. In Guaraní's case the conversions were much less imposing because there was no authoritative Guaraní leader to deal with.
Ricci's accommodation principle could mean some danger of foreign non-European influence on Catholic Headquarters in Rome, which we are probably still witnessing today after the election of the Argentinean Jesuit Pope Francis. The Chinese Rites Controversy over the religiosity of Confucianism and Chinese rituals brought a major defeat to Jesuits. It was also a major error of the leadership of the Roman Catholic Church, comparable to the earlier erroneous condemnation of Galileo and later suppression of the Jesuits. The policy of accommodation is the conditio sine qua non of modern globalization and Ricci's soft approach seems to be attractive. It is related to the modern trends to preserve non-European civilizations from annihilation, and even to learn some ecological issues from them.
Cortes' Mexico (1519-1521) or Pizzaro's Peru in 1532-1533 (Diamond 2008, 67, 70, 75) could have been less cruel with some Jesuits involved, but St. Ignatius founded the Jesuits just several years after the Aztecs and Incas were stripped of their power. Cortes, his relative Pizzaro, or modern European-American conquerors of Near East oil fields used the very opposite of Constantine's approach by killing the ruler and his courtiers to steal their supposed goods. Afterwards they tried to convert the rest of the conquered nation left without an official leader, which seems to be successful in Latin America but not in the Near East headquarters of modern ISIS (ISIL, ‫ةلودلا‬ ‫ةيمالسإلا‬ ‫يف‬ ‫قارعلا‬ ‫‪‬ماشلاو‬ ). Constantine's conversion from the top, enriched by Ricci's principle of accommodation, seems to be much more profitable in the long run. Accommodation seems to be the right approach if we compare the flourishing Jesuit Guaraní Paraguay Residences with the impoverished areas of the rest of Latin America. The striking difference between forced conversions and Ricci's principle of accommodation is also in their timing: should the aggressor grab all the resources of the defeated instantly, or should the aggressor allow the defeated to develop and adapt their own native economy for the aggressors' future profits? The English cruel transfer of 3.5 million enslaved West Africans to America was far enough from Ricci's principle of accommodation. The English profits probably never really outweighed the humiliation of all human principles involved. In many cases of European aggression, it was far too late to repair anything because almost nothing was left after the seemingly inferior groups of people were "civilized". But after humanity endorses the obvious truth that imperialism was a crime, the descendant of enriched imperialists should repay in ready money the damage their ancestors have committed.
That would be the only way to prevent the future repeating of damaging racist aggressions and to reintegrate the soft Ricci's principle of accommodation for the benefit of future mankind.
Projection: What Kind of Science Will Western Civilization Import from the Future Chinese?
The sciences that the Chinese and Manchu learned from the Jesuits of the Old Society during both centuries of the Jesuits' Chinese network operation profoundly influenced Chinese-Manchu knowledge. The Western-Eastern global conglomerate endorsed some valuable and even unique results produced in both centuries of the intensive mixing of the Jesuits' imported scientific network and the Chinese domestic network. Among them was the use of Kepler's laws in Tycho's system, the early electrophorus, and valuable astronomic observations published in Europe. The Jesuits' transfer of sciences to China also endorsed some dynamical changes visible in French Michel Benoist's (Benoît, Tsiang Yeou-Jen Tö-Yi, 1715 Dijon; SJ 1737 Nancy; -1774 Beijing) presentation of Copernicus' heliocentrism, with a map for the Emperor's birthday in 1760. Copernicus finally replaced Tycho Brahe's system in China only at the end of the eighteenth century (Wong 1963, 46; Sivin 1973, 95; Zurndorfer 1988, 75, 88; Yusheng 2000, 225; Needham and Ling 1959, 3: 443-4) , which was one of Copernicus' last victories worldwide.
After two and a half centuries those failures and successes of China-based Jesuit scientists still affect the Chinese approach to modern sciences. Niels Bohr's ( Kepler's theory of perspective, but Bacon described well fluorescence in combination with electricity, Fludd's thermometer, designed in 1605 and primarily called by the name of J. Leurechon in 1624, Drebbel's microscope, Galileo's telescope, distilling of spirits of wine, the differences in compressibility of different physical states, and scholastic opposition to the vacuum. Francis Bacon mocked the magic of the universal logic machine of Raymond Lull. Did their opinions influence contemporary European admiration for the Chinese people? To be sure, the knowledge and even technology was also transferred from China to Europe even if there were no direct contacts. Only Jesuits acted as intermediaries, and to some extent also Russian Orthodox Beijing missionaries and merchants. In 1980 Needham and Wang indicated the potential Chinese impact on their European admirers, including Leibniz. Some Korean and most Japanese scholars believed that Western scientific techniques cannot be taken outside of the cosmological and religious environment in which they evolved, which was also Toynbee's opinion. On the other hand, Toynbee believed that there was never any mutual interaction between the advances of techniques and civilizations. If the technique is one of the universal methods of modern scientific paradigms, then it is possible to attribute to the English empiricist Toynbee (and to the ecologist Diamond) even the doubts in any effective influences of the development of science on the developments of civilization. The impossibility or at least the troublesome mutual borrowing between the Chinese and Europeans in those decades was the result of their incommensurate paradigms, between which effective exchange and dialogue was not possible, although Thomas Kuhn (1962) was not thinking in such an international context because he was not sufficiently aware of the importance of Chinese sciences. The Chinese have borrowed from the Europeans mostly astronomy and mathematics with a few branches of mechanical engineering and arts. The Chinese borrowed almost nothing from European medicine, anatomy, physiology, mechanics, botany, agriculture, or even architecture, because these subjects did not interest them much. The European electrical engineering and vacuum techniques were also not widely endorsed in China after the Jesuits presented them to the Beijing court. Chinese medicine has worked well, despite the false anatomical notions that were soon unmasked by Japanese readers of Dutch books. Nathan Sivin (born 11 May 1931) counted nine self-sufficient sciences in China: mathematics, mathematical harmony, astronomy, astrology, medicine, materia medica or pharmacy, alchemy, geomantics, and physical studies. The cornerstone of Chinese science was not the mathematics of the modern European educational system, but history as the foundations of Confucian social harmony, perhaps similar to the social harmony that Toynbee attributed to the European Middle Ages. Precisely because of those foundations, the Chinese studied ancient writers because they believed that the old literati were already familiar with all the knowledge that was later lost in the centuries. The European Renaissance admirers of antiquity probably shared similar feelings, but the enlightenment critics of the European Middle Ages rejected them later. Chinese historical thought welcomed the corresponding idea that modern European know-how originated from inventions already endorsed in ancient China. Needham said that over the centuries Arab traders passed on to Europe the Chinese invention of the compass: unfortunately, there is no evidence that the Arabs knew of the compass so early. The Chinese used a wind turbine for pumping water for thousands of years before the Europeans. However, similar wind turbines occurred in Europe in 1716, twenty-three years before the first known drawing came from China to Europe, and the Swedes started to explore the Chinese models only in the 1760s. The former printer Balzac in his story about the printer Séchard described Séchard's search for the better paper on Chinese patterns, which in Paris certainly happened, although the Chinese methods of paper production were based on bamboo. The paper became particularly interesting for the Europeans early in the 19th century with the boom of newspaper production, but already in Rheticus' times paper was the main wealth of writers. However, neither ancient Greece, Islamic peoples, nor the Chinese staged a scientific revolution comparable to that of the west in the 17th century, which remains the big question in the history of science. The multitude of independent Renaissance manors and courts of Europe probably offered the scientists better and more options in poor scientists' search for the wealthy patrons compared to the monolithic Chinese court, which was not able to provide for the efficient mixing of scientists and craftsmen comparable to the London Royal Society. On the other hand, the ecological problem of the modern world could be seen primarily as an attempt of the Chinese (or Africans, Indians, Native Americans, or Indonesians) to copy Western development under the influence of television and western consumerist propaganda (Gilbert 1991, xii, xvi; Bacon 1968, 27, 43, 124, 196, 207-9, 216, 230, 242, 244; Grant 2007, 280; Ule, 2006, 102; Bray, 1991, 205-8, 212, 215, 216; Toynbee, 2002, 497; Sivin 1985, 39; David 2008, 12-13, 66, 86; Diamond 2007, 392-3, 395 ). Westerners do not want them to compete with Western industries therefore they also support strict ecology to stop non-European economic development and to keep others poor. On the other hand even the question of the non-western non-existence of earlier industrial and scientific revolutions should be reversed in changing the economical patterns of success of Far-Eastern economies, which challenge the previously victorious Westerners' right to write history as an apology of their own success in the old-fashioned truth that the winners always dictate historical truths to hide their own sins. The modern Far-Eastern question, written on behalf of their worldwide winning economies, should be: did the Far-Easterners manage to overrun the Westerner economy precisely because they were able to avoid the earlier industrial-scientific revolutions that somewhat dogged the Westerners' developments in the modern Anthropocene? The era of Eurocentrism is certainly over for good; therefore we need a new paradigm, but we should not endorse a similar kind of Far-Easterner-centrism, but some more balanced approach in between.
Conclusion
The future certainly is as uncertain as it always has been. But one thing could be stated for sure: the (European-American produced) history of science treated the achievements of non-whites of past centuries extremely unfairly. Females and socially-unprivileged groups suffered similar neglect regarding their past intellectual abilities. As always in history the pendulum will for a while stay in the opposite extreme. Some humiliations of white European males' achievements will take place. Later, a kind of agreements about the mutual merits will be endorsed in the globalized world of modern times called Anthropocene.
The most important challenges in the history of science followed after the introduction of new previously neglected groups of researchers. In that context the huge changes happened when the urban and rural capitalists' sons in the times of Galileo and Newton earned the opportunity to became the full-time scientists.
The third estate in French Revolutionary times followed by the Napoleonic universal state brought the educated sons of previously unimagined socially low pedigrees to European full-time research positions. The peasants and other previously unprivileged groups joined the educational-scientific networks after the Spring of Nations of 1848 in the Central European cities, in post-tsarist Russia, and after the communist revolution in China. The new paradigms of sciences are expected in modern times with the full time scientific research of emancipated females and non-whites' based on equal opportunities. The long-neglected and unpublished inherited worldviews of previously uneducated Chinese peasants will bring their share. That is where the Chinese feedback on European sciences is expected to flourish. Milgram's (1933 Milgram's ( -1984 small world experiment, the sociologist Mark Granovetterov (1943-), the Jews from Budapest Pál Erdös (1912 -1996 ), and Alfréd Rénuyi (1921 -1970 soon proved the similarities of economic, sociologic, physics, and mathematical schemes. The widespread popularity of network theories developed through the research of mathematicians and physicists who grew up after the youth revolts of 1968. Hallerstein was a confessor of the brother-in-law of the Empress Maria Therese in Brussels. The monopoly in Carniola and other Habsburg schools, with the exception of basic primary schooling, belonged to the Jesuits, and that fact enabled Jesuit teachers to recruit the most promising students to their Jesuit Order.
Arnold Toynbee's five-stage model of the development of civilizations and their universal churches proved to be useful tool for a description of development of scientific paradigms ( Južnič 2012, 34-9) . It endorses somewhat more than just an analogy because medieval Völkerwanderung seems to have unavoidable similarities with the modern brain drain of mostly colored populations to white Western academic institutions. It is therefore fair to suppose that the consequences might also prove their similarity with the previously outwardly barbarous proletariat successfully struggling for new scientific paradigms in the global modern word. The bourgeoisie changed scholastic science with the intervention of Galileo and Newton in the times when scientific education became available to a greater number of the citizen-class's sons compared to previous feudal times. Other great Völkerwanderung in the scientific field involved women, after their higher education was allowed almost worldwide in the late 19th century. The feministic revolution could eventually follow Thomas Kuhn's ( July 18, 1922 -June 17, 1996 model in spite of the fact that Kuhn himself was not aware of it (Longino 2003, 281) . Marie Curie (7 November 1867-4 July 1934) and Lise Meitner (7 November 1878-27 October 1968) were the first female chemists in the male world of physics with their main contributions related to the research of radioactivity decay. The Gottingen student of Max Born (11 December 1882-5 January 1970) and James Franck (26 August 1882-21 May 1964), the German Maria Mayer née Goeppert (1906-) from now Polish Katowice, followed Marie Curie, with her 4-way tie for the Nobel Prize in physics in 1963. Her topics endorsed the research of nuclear shells after her work on the Manhattan project with Hungarian-born Edward Teller ( January 15, 1908 -September 9, 2003 . It is not easy to distinguish which aspects of those nuclear physics branches of sciences were influenced by the female nature of the researchers, but boring tiresome experimental work of that kind could just a passionate woman could do. The feminization of physics is in progress but the feminization of new paradigms in physic is yet to be seen.
With females entering scientific research the potential number of would-be literati was doubled. At approximately the same time as females, also natives of colored ancestry of Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific islands entered the world of professional scientific research. Previously uneducated Chinese peasants rushed to towns and brought their traditional worldviews with them. They multiplied the number of possible researchers of new paradigms. It is true that two Nobel Prize in physics delivered to females born in now Polish land and four female Nobel laureates in chemistry with two Curies included does not provide enough space for top female scientists, not to mention the female researchers from the third (colored) word. But the times they are a-changin' in Bob Dylan's song, and the times are also changing in the contemporary scientific research. The entrance of Italian cities' literati after the Reformation (1517) and the early years of the Thirty Years War (1618), the promotion of the English and Dutch bourgeoisie after the Glorious Revolution (1688), the French Revolution's Third Estate, the Central European middle class or peasant-born literati after the Spring of Nations, and the Chinese peasants in the second half of 20th century provided respectively very soon the new paradigms of Galileo, Newton, Lavoisier-Laplace-Volta, Stefan-Boltzmann, and modern networks. It seems that feminization and the coloring of the top researchers of modern science is not at all that quick, but sooner or later the quantity of newcomers must bring some new qualities in the output of their mutual research. It is true that 2 researchers from India (C.V. The deep question is, what did the Third Estate, females, or non-whites think about the scientific questions before they were allowed to take the educational and research advantages in mainstream European Christian Sciences and their trans-Atlantic siblings. Did they live the centuries of their lives without any recordable scientific developments, or their achievements were and still are just hidden from the modern historian of science under the heavy burden of different frames, languages, observational practices, and ways of thinking? What was the "scientific" opinion of Chinese peasants before they were able to educate their children in late twentieth century? During all those centuries of suppression, were the socially de-privileged, females, and colored parts of the population really stupid enough not to think about the world around them, or we just do not understand their messages because not enough money was invested to research their achievements? The answer must be much nearer to the later supposition, but only the Chinese case provides some insight in Chinese achievements before the Jesuits "discovered" Chinese for the Westerners. Joseph Needham (1900 -1995 and his Chinese collaborators were certainly the ones who uncovered Chinese achievements to Europeans, but African, Aborigine, Native American, or Pacific island Needhams are still waiting for their turn (Norris and Hamacher 2009, 10-17; Norris 2014) .
The discussion proved the importance of central European China-based Jesuits in the global Jesuit network, designed to provide for the mutual cultural, scientific, and technological interchange between the Chinese and European literati's networks. The immediate effect of the interchanges, or rather of their abrupt end after the suppression of the Jesuits, was the humiliating Chinese military defeat in the Opium Wars before and after European Spring of Nations. After a century of humiliations and neglect the Chinese networks' challenges are relevant again and the history of China-based Jesuits of the old society needs to be rewritten from the Chinese standpoint. The present study is a small step of American-born European historians and physicists towards that goal.
